Before Listening

Why do you think there is a shortage language teachers in many places?

Name one thing your institution does to support language teacher retention.

Episode Contents

Take notes as you listen to Episode 118!

Interviewer: Shannon Mason  
Guest: Dr. Peter Swanson

Check out the Show Notes for all the links, resources, guest bios, and contact info:
https://weteachlang.com/2019/10/04/118-with-pete-swanson/
What **questions** do you have for Dr. Peter Swanson?

What **action steps** will you take based on what you heard in this episode?

What are some **points of connection** between what you heard in this episode and your own work?

---

**A few additional resources**


🌟 Interviewer Shannon Mason and Guest Peter Swanson collaborated on this recent article on the world language teacher shortage: https://scholarworks.gsu.edu/mcl_facpub/62/

🌟 Check out this moment WTL curated on Twitter about the language teacher shortage: https://twitter.com/i/moments/1181050702711463948

Please consider contributing to future conversations on this topic by reaching out to us via Facebook or Twitter or leaving a voice mail for us at: 629-888-3398.